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Abstract
This case report illustrates the difficulty in diagnosing paediatric patients with life
threatening pancreatic injuries. A high index of suspicion is essential as late diagnosis
significantly affects outcomes. A 9-year-old child presented with epigastric pain following an accident on his pushbike. The patient was examined in paediatric accident
and emergency (A/E) and was discharged. He returned twice more to A/E and on the
third visit, 5 days after the initial incident, a CT scan was performed. This showed a
classical injury to the body of the pancreas with a collection in the lesser sac. The patient was transferred to the regional hepato-pancreato-biliary unit (HPB unit) and
underwent surgery. Pancreatic injuries can be difficult to detect clinically and patients may be well on initial presentation with normal observations and routine
bloods. Early CT scanning confirms the diagnosis and results in early specialist referral and better outcomes.
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1. Introduction
Blunt abdominal injury in paediatric patients is the primary mechanism for pancreatic
injury. These injuries can lead to serious morbidity. The pancreas is a retroperitoneal
structure and can be injured in blunt trauma to the epigastrium. These patients may
initially present with minimal clinical signs. It has also been documented that complaints from paediatric patients are commonly unspecific; thus, the diagnosis is often
delayed and therefore so is the treatment resulting in poorer outcomes. A high level of
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suspicion is essential for early diagnosis and improved outcomes. Imaging is essential
as all other tests are non-specific. At initial presentation abdominal examination may
be unremarkable due to the retroperitoneal nature of the pancreas. Routine blood tests
at presentation including amylase may be normal in major pancreatic trauma. A FAST
scan in A/E may be useful but as demonstrated in this case was misleading. CT scan
remains the gold standard for imaging the pancreas and other abdominal viscera. This
paper highlights the importance of having a high index of suspicion for pancreatic injury in blunt abdominal trauma to the abdomen.

2. Case Presentation
A 9-year-old boy presented to paediatric A/E with abdominal pain. He was brought by
his mother who gave a six-hour history of the child falling over the handlebar of his
pushbike. He was complaining of abdominal pain and had vomited four times. He was
assessed and found to have tenderness and bruising to the epigastric area. His vital
signs were normal and he was discharged without a diagnosis or investigations.
Following discharge he continued to have abdominal pain and felt nauseated. As his
symptoms failed to settle on day 3 his mother brought him to the A/E again. He continued to suffer with upper abdominal pain and gave a history of one vomit with no
blood. According to his mother he was refusing to eat or drink. General examination
was unremarkable, but he remained tender in the upper abdomen. On this occasion
plain chest and abdominal films were performed and appeared normal. Respiratory rate
was 26, pulse 97, Blood pressure was 119/79 and temperature was 37.1˚C with oxygen
saturation of 100% on air. Urinalysis was negative for blood. No blood were undertaken
and he was discharged on Ibuprofen with a diagnosis of soft tissue injury.
He re-presented 48 hours later having been referred by his General Practitioner who
was concerned about this child’s severe epigastric pain and a history of vomiting on ten
occasions since his initial injury. In A/E he appeared unwell, dehydrated and in pain.
He had only passed urine once in the last 24 hours. On examination his pulse was
98/minute, temperature was 37.8˚C, saturation remained 100% on air. He was tender in
the epigastrium. He was referred to the on call general surgeons who arranged for
blood tests and an urgent CT scan of the abdomen and pelvis. His Haemoglobin was
116 g/L, WBC 79, C Reactive Protein (CRP) 95 mg/L, Liver function tests were normal,
however his serum Amylase was 1049 U/L. The CT scan demonstrated a classical injury
to the body of the pancreas with a collection in the lesser sac (Figure 1). The patient
was resuscitated and referred to the regional paediatric hepato-pancreato-biliary unit
(HPB unit). There he underwent laparoscopic surgery, debridement and drain placement. He also required endoscopic stenting of the pancreatic duct. He had a slow postoperative recovery and was discharged 12 weeks later. Although he has made a good
recovery he continues to be troubled by mild non-specific upper abdominal pain.

3. Discussion
Blunt trauma to the upper abdomen is a frequent cause of presentation to the
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Figure 1. CT scan showing a classical injury to the body of the pancreas
with a collection in the lesser sac.

emergency department. In children the abdomen is the second most common site of
injury [1].
In blunt abdominal trauma, the visceral organs are commonly injured where the
spleen and liver are the two most frequently damaged [2]. However injuries to the pancreas are important as they can be missed on initial examination which leads to significant morbidity [2].
Blunt trauma to the upper abdomen compresses the body of the pancreas against the
spine resulting in injury [3]. Bicycle handlebar injuries are a classic cause of pancreatic
injuries [4].
Presentation as in this case may be delayed because the pancreas is a retroperitoneal
structure and following an injury the collection is contained in the retro-peritoneum
and/or lesser sac. As a result the clinical presentation can be misleading as the patient
may not have many clinical signs on initial examination [5].
We report this interesting case of a child with a pancreatic injury and want to raise
awareness of the presentation and lack of clinical signs on initial presentation and examination. Ultrasound scanning may be diagnostic however during the initial presentation the ultrasound may be normal. Imaging modalities such as CT scans are essential
for diagnosis [6] [7] [8] and blood tests including CRP, serum Amylase and WBC may
help in the diagnosis; studies have shown that serum amylase and lipase are not reliable
or cost effective as screening tools but may support clinical suspicions in the diagnosis
of paediatric pancreatic trauma [9]. MRI scanning may be an alternative to CT [10], but
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is more difficult to organise out of hours and less well tolerated in the paediatric age
group.
A high index of suspicion is essential as delay in diagnosis increases morbidity. Early
diagnosis ensures these life-threatening injuries are appropriately treated in a timely
fashion. Initial imaging may be negative and repeat scanning is recommended if clinically appropriate. All such injuries should be referred to the regional HPB unit.

4. Conclusions
Blunt abdominal trauma is a common cause for paediatric admissions to A/E.
The pancreas is a retroperitoneal structure; therefore, clinical signs may be absent on
initial presentation. Early investigations including FAST scans and routine blood tests
may be normal. A high index of suspicion is essential. CT scan is the investigation of
choice. Early diagnosis improves outcomes. All doctors dealing with paediatric emergencies should understand the mechanism of injury to the pancreas and other retroperitoneal organs. Early referral to regional HPB centres is essential to improve outcomes in paediatric pancreatic injuries. Delay in diagnosis has a significant risk of increased morbidity and mortality.
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